
Prom Dress Guideline Examples
- To be officially approved you must actually be wearing the dress to ensure it

doesn’t look different on you in comparison to the photo.
- Of course not every single type of dress was placed on this guidance poster, so

please make sure you check just in case.

Dress Photo If it fits the Expectations and Dress Code

1) YES! If I was approving the dress I
would just check the back to make
sure the dress was hitting above the
small of the back

2) Not allowed. Slit is more than one inch
above the knee. Plunging neckline
and sheer material that is still allowing
skin to show



3) Possible YES. Would have to see it on
as the cut of the top portion of the
dress may be an issue.

4) Not allowed. No cutouts below the bra
line are allowed even if you use sheer
material to cover it and the slit on the
dress is too high. Midriff is exposed.



5) No. Slit is four inches above the knee

6) No plunging neckline. It would need a
solid color of material that would not
allow skin to show. No mesh



7) Possible YES. Would have to see it on

8) YES



9) YES would ask to see on for neckline

10) No. The opening must hit above the
small of your back. This one is below
the bottom of the ribcage.



11) Yes!

12) Yes!



12) Yes! You would just need to see to check
neckline.

13) Yes! You would just need to check
neckline.



14) Yes!

15) Yes to the back of this dress (the front
is not ok because the slit is high but
the back is good!)



16) Yes!

17) Yes!



18) Yes!

19) Yes, I would want to see on to make
sure the slit is only one inch above the
knee when standing.



20) Short length dresses are allowed but
must be no more than 4 inches above
the knee.

21) No. It has cutouts below the traditional
bra line and the midriff is exposed.

22) No. It has the midriff is exposed the
dress has a plunging neckline.


